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INTRODUCTION 
Among the rare warblers that may confront British and Irish observers 
are several pairs of species which have always been thought difficult 
to distinguish from one another. In some cases, however, it is becoming 
apparent that this is due largely to the fact that their appearance and 
character remain poorly documented or interpreted. This applies 
particularly to the Dusky Warbler Phylloscopus fuscatus and Radde's 
Warbler P. schwarzi. References to them in The Handbook were brief, 
tending to stress similarities; although Williamson (1962) shed more 
positive light, field guides still offer markedly variable illustrations and 
as much advice on caution as on diagnosis. From our own recent 
experience of both species, and from additional information made 
available by H. E. Axell and by the Rarities Committee, it is our belief 
that confusion between them in the field is not a real danger. This 
paper summarises our reasons. 

GENERAL APPEARANCE 

Both share rather dark plumage and can appear darker and bulkier than 
any European Phylloscopus. Initially even their generic identity can be 
obscure, particularly as both are inveterate skulkers and on migration 
tend to feed in and around ground cover. Thus there is the possibility 
of confusion with unstreaked Acrocephalus warblers, and this is increased 
by their generically atypical, clipped calls. We make these points 
immediately to indicate how different both species are from familiar 
European Phylloscopus, particularly the Willow Warbler P. trochilus and 
the Chiffchaff P. collybita. Under prolonged observation their true 
relationship is apparent from their actions while moving in cover and 
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498 Dusky and Radde's Warblers 
feeding, and the long supercilia on both species (see below) should also 
help to prevent misidentification as unstreaked Acrocephalus. 

P L U M A G E A N D B A R E P A R T S 

Several detailed descriptions of the two species have been published, 
but there are some discrepancies between those in The Handbook and 
Williamson, which are the most readily available. We have prepared 
the following list of comparisons from those works, from Alexander 
(1969), from our own notes, and from other descriptions recently-
accepted by the Rarities Committee, some of which have been pub-
lished in journals (particularly Brit. Birds, 56: 420-421, plate 64; 59: 
155-156; and Scot. Birds, 5: 397). Attention must also be drawn to the 
fine series of photographs of Radde's Warbler at the nest (Neufeldt 
i960). 
DUSKY WARBLER 

BILL: Quite long and fine, 
shape typical of genus; dark 
horn above, pale horn or 
yellowish-brown below. 

HEAD PATTERN: Brown, 
marked by fairly long, dull 
rusty-white supercilium 
reaching end of ear-coverts, 
dark brown eye-stripe and 
rusty cheek. Combination 
of head plumage and bill 
produces no striking appear-
ance. 
EYES : Typical of genus. 

UPPERPARTS : Brown, with 
cold or warm tone accord-
ing to light, virtually un-
marked except for darker 
centres to tertials and paler 
fringes to other remiges. 
Essentially uniform in co-
lour. 
UNDERPARTS: Greyish or 
creamy white, palest on 
throat and yellowest under 
tail, washed rusty or olive-
grey in most, notably along 
flanks. Rather dull and uni-
form in colour. 
LEGS AND FEET. Quite long, 
but fine; brown, tinged buff 
or yellowish. 

RADDE'S WARBLER 

BILL: Long, but also deep and rather blunt-ended, 
shape recalling Sylvia or Varus; blackish-horn above, 
bright flesh to orange-horn, with dark tip, below. 
Shape and bright tone of lower mandible together 
provide distinctive character. 
HEAD PATTERN: Brown, strikingly marked by long, 
broad, creamy supercilium extending on to nape, 
bordered above by thin blackish eyebrow and below 
by prominent blackish eyestripe. Combination of 
head markings and strong bill produces very bold 
appearance. 

EYES: Atypical, appearing large: another notable 
feature of head pattern. 
UPPERPARTS: Variable, generally olive-brown in 
spring and greenish-olive in autumn. Some autumn 
birds look brown, especially at a distance, most 
being greenish on rump but some at least showing 
strong russet on uppertail-coverts, particularly in 
worn plumage. Wings and tail more olive than 
mantle, with bright fringes to remiges and rectrices. 
Some birds show bright wash throughout. 
UNDERPARTS : Variable, generally yellowish-white in 
spring, with buff on sides of breast and on flanks, 
and orange-buff under tail; more strongly coloured 
in autumn with more buff or yellow (especially in 
first-year birds), white being evident only on throat. 
Strikingly bright combination of white, yellow and 
buff tones. 

LEGS AND FEET: Longest in genus, stout with thick 
joints; pale brownish-yellow, sometimes tinged 
bright straw or pinkish-orange. Size, and sometimes 
colour, striking and atypical of genus. 
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In the field Radde's is much the more vividly plumaged of the two and 
even in brief glimpses shows its marks well, particularly the head 
pattern which, with the strong bill and legs and the yellow and buff 
underparts, forms the essential basis for separation from Dusky. 
Perhaps the best mark of the latter is its dull uniformity. 

STRUCTURE AND BEHAVIOUR 
The wings of both species are rather short and rounded (closer to a 
Chiffchaff than a Willow Warbler) and, when folded, the primary tips 
do not extend beyond the uppertail-coverts. The shapes and lengths of 
their tails are also similar, though that of Radde's is about 5% longer 
and can appear noticeably full in flight. In terms of bulk there is a 
clearer difference, most Radde's weighing 20-30% more than Dusky. 
Radde's certainly looks heavy in the field, whereas Dusky can seem 
slight, recalling Chiffchaff. 

As already mentioned, both species tend to skulk in low ground 
cover, but there is some evidence that, while Dusky Warblers fly and 
move like Chiffchaffs (also feeding and flycatching like them), Radde's 
have a very different character, seeming more deliberate and purposeful 
in their actions. One watched for over two hours at Wells, Norfolk, 
on 20th October 1968 never indulged in flycatching but fed steadily 
from leaf surfaces, sometimes lunging at prey while grasping a twig in 
only one foot. It froze for up to a minute when disturbed, showed a 
noticeably furtive lateral head movement, and seemed to prefer going 

Fig. 1. First-autumn Radde's Warbler Phylloscopus schwarzi (left) and first-autumn 
Dusky Warbler P. fuscatus (right), based on field sketches made respectively on 
St Agnes, Isles of Scilly, on 24th October 1971 and at Dungeness, Kent, on n t h 
November 1967. Inset left, Radde's feeding; right, heads of Radde's (upper) and 

Dusky at distance (drawn by D. I. M. Wallace) 
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to ground rather than breaking cover in an emergency, a habit noted 
by H. E. Axell in three other individuals. At least three of the Radde's 
Warblers recently recorded in Britain have, when undisturbed, foraged 
in the open on grass, and one also on freshly ploughed land. This 
behaviour is characteristic of both adults and young in the U.S.S.R. 
(Dementiev and Gladkov 1966-68). Radde's flies low and direct, rather 
like a small Hippolais, and has been noted flicking its tail in flight, 
recalling a Locustella. A rather 'knock-kneed' stance, very evident in 
the Wells individual, may result from the length and stoutness of its 
legs. Once again, in behaviour as in plumage and build, it becomes 
apparent that Radde's is the exceptional Phylloscopus. Fig. 1 attempts to 
portray the essential characters of the two species. 

VOICE 
Only the calls of autumn migrants are dealt with here, and a summary 
of transcriptions follows (data mainly from The Handbook, Williamson, 
Dementiev and Gladkov, and notes as already cited). 
DUSKY WARBLER RADDE'S WARBLER 

MONOSYLLABIC: cbek, chak, MONOSYLLABIC: quip, twit, tvit, treet, nervous, soft, 
tek, tack, tscbeck, loud, hard, delicate, whistling; tchwick, chik, chak, tack, sak, 
definite; sometimes repeat- hard, sharp, short, clipped, worried, nervous, quiet; 
ed, but rarely more than sok, track, soft; tic, given in hand, soft and sharp; all 
twice; also a Chiffchaff-like these often repeated more than twice and regularly 
note. in series; other qualifications compare with whiplash 

and with call of Quail Coturnix coturnix. 
MULTISYLLABIC: tsek-tsek, MULTISYLLABIC: chirp with irock-trock in musical 
tscheck-tscbeck, tr-tr-tr-chek- series, soft and varying in pitch; trr-trick-trrilt, 
chek, staccato, chattering scolding and also recalling Red-breasted Fly-
alarm; cbi-cbiree, recalling catcher; gibout-gibout. 
Red-breasted Flycatcher 
Muscicapa parva. 

It is difficult to analyse the above or to advance standard transcriptions. 
Clearly to some observers' ears the sounds of both species have an 
identical character in both consonants and vowels. Although Hollom 
(1960) implied, from a condensation of the comments in The Handbook, 
that the call of Radde's was louder than that of Dusky, we have found 
no real evidence to support this and our own combined experience 
of the notes of two of the former and four of the latter lead us to 
conclude, for the time being, that the opposite is in fact the case. It is, 
above all, the frequency of the calls of Radde's and the state of nervous 
alarm conveyed by them that stick in our memories. 

CONCLUSIONS 

There appears to be no good reason why the field distinction of 
Radde's and Dusky Warblers should have been so hedged with caveats. 
Even the limited British and Irish experience of the two shows clearly 
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that, while both are dark Phylloscopus whose calls are atypical of 'that 
genus, Dusky is rather poorly marked, in which respect and in its 
actions it recalls the Chiffchaff, whereas Radde's has very striking 
head markings, a Sylvia-like, bill, stout legs, yellow underparts, an 
apparently constant nervous quality in its calls, and certain distinct 
behaviour patterns. With close views the danger of confusion between 
them is much less than in the still severe test of telling some Chiffchaffs 
from some Willow Warblers. 
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